
Spelling Lesson 18 – Hercules’ Quest  

unused  Sentence: The unused shampoo bottle was still full.  Definition: something that has not been utilized 

refresh  Sentence: I refresh the old water for the flowers.  Definition: restore condition to or make like new 
again  

dislike  Sentence: I dislike coffee but like tea.  Definition: to show aversion to  

replace  Sentence: Replace the old batteries with new ones.  Definition: to change or provide a substitute  

unpaid  Sentence: I need to write checks for my unpaid bills.  Definition: of a debt not yet settled  

redo  Sentence: I cannot find my homework so I will redo it.  Definition: to write or perform again  

disorder Sentence:  Everybody speaking at once caused disorder.  Definition: chaos or lack of order  

unplanned  Sentence: An unplanned stop was not what I had in mind.  Definition: not expected or thought of 
ahead of 

distrust  Sentence:  I distrust people who lie.  Definition: suspect, doubt 

rewind  Sentence: Rewind the tape to get back to the beginning.:  Definition: to reverse the winding of or wind 
again  

untrue Sentence: Fiction stories are untrue.  Definition: false, fictitious  

unload Sentence: We will unload the shipment from the truck.  Definition: to remove items  

recall Sentence: Can you recall what you ate yesterday?  Definition: to remember 

displease  Sentence: Skipping his chores will displease his mom.  Definition: to make unhappy; to not be 
approving of  

uneven  Sentence:  The bumpy road had uneven pavement. Definition: not level, smooth, or equal, 
inconsistent  

rebuild  Sentence: He will rebuild the bike with new parts.  Definition: to repair, restore or construct over 
again 

restart  Sentence: If we finish we will restart and play again.  Definition: to start or begin again  

uncover Sentence:  He'll uncover the cake by removing the box.  Definition: to find, reveal or make something 
known 

untidy  Sentence: Her room was an untidy mess.  Definition: messy and disordered  

discolor  Sentence: The berries may discolor, or stain, the bowl. Definition: change the color of, usually for the 
worse 


